Medication Safety
Is In Store For You
Want practical solutions? The Institute for Safe Medication Practices
(ISMP) offers a variety of customized risk assessments that can help
your community/retail pharmacy quickly address specific medication
safety challenges. It’s cost effective. It’s time effective. And best of all
you get input from some of the nation’s leading safety experts.
Have an ISMP Medication Safety Risk Assessment and focus in on
some of your key safety questions. As little as one day can make a
huge impact.

Q: Why ISMP?
A: ISMP has more than 35 years of experience, as well as operation
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of the nation’s only voluntary medication error reporting program, and
can offer solutions based on unique, in-depth knowledge of medication
errors and their causes. ISMP has assisted healthcare organizations
and retail pharmacies around the country, and can provide facilities of
all sizes and settings with evidence-based prevention strategies and
best practices.
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Q: What Is Included?
A: Individualized ISMP analysis and support to address virtually
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any medication safety question or problem. Whether you are
looking for new ideas to improve safety in specific dispensing areas,
contemplating the addition of new technology, tackling a difficult or
new safety issue, or want to better analyze and use your existing error
reporting data, ISMP can help.

Q: How Long Does It Take?
A: One to two days onsite — an efficient use of your time for maximum

results. ISMP Experts will work collaboratively with your staff to
problem solve and provide the impetus to transform your medication
safety practices.

For more information,

call 215.947.7797 or visit www.ismp.org/consult
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